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Abstract
This paper comprises the control-oriented modeling of an in-
tegrated vehicle system including powertrain, brake, active sus-
pension and steering components. As the first step, the models of
a vehicle are formalized. In the powertrain model the nonlinear-
ities of an engine with thermodynamical and fluid mechanical
features are considered. In the model of suspension the dynam-
ics of sprung mass (body) and unsprung masses (e.g., wheels)
are considered. In the brake system the necessary hydraulic
pressure required for the desired brake power is determined.
The pressure fluctuation arising from the skewness of brake disc
during the rotation is distributed. The mechanical construction
of electronic steering system is also dealt with. The model of
the vehicle handles the effects of road and wind disturbances.
Matlab/Simulink, CarSim and GT-Suite GT-Power are used dur-
ing the simulations. Matlab/Simulink is a perfect tool for control
design and a fast analysis of the operation of the controlled sys-
tem. CarSim is a widely used vehicle dynamic simulator used
wide-spread; GT-Power is a complex powertrain modeling pro-
gram. Both are used for validating Matlab models.
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1 Introduction and motivation
The significant increase in the number of automotive elec-
trical components in automobiles has initiated a revolution in
the car industry. For this change to happen the development of
electrical and digital computing sciences, the general use of in-
tegrated circuits and the low cost and reliability of these compo-
nents were necessary. The different control systems of the vehi-
cle have one common control unit which controls the systems to
be harmonized. It means not only a micro-controller, but also a
control algorithm, which is able to control alone several systems
belonging to it. Another advantage of using integrated systems
is the changeability of the functions. For example if the steering
system fails, the vehicle will stay controllable by the moment
from the difference between brake forces acting on the wheels.
In the integrated control the Electronic Stability Program (ESP),
Anti-Blocking System (ABS), Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR), ac-
tive steering, active suspension, electronic powertrain may be
used. Nowadays integrated control is only in the research phase
because of the failures of control theories and because the exist-
ing systems are not fully-fledged for standardized production.
For control design it is necessary to construct a model, in
which the dynamics of vehicle is taken into consideration. The
finite element method results in a high-complexity model, which
can be used for analysis purposes, e.g. [6]. However, for numer-
ical reasons the model which is the basis of the control design
must be of reduced order. The features which are important in
terms of the controlled system are selected and the other fea-
tures are ignored. The purpose of the paper is to construct a
model which contains the powertrain, steering, suspension and
brake systems. Several methods have been elaborated to formal-
ize vehicle and tyre models, see e.g. [1, 3, 5, 7].
The purpose of the modeling is the design of a controller, thus
the model of vehicle systems must be augmented with perfor-
mance specifications and model uncertainties.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the
models of vehicle systems, such as the engine, brake, suspen-
sion and steering; this section shows their control-oriented ap-
plication. The constructed models are validated in Section 3.
and the last section summarizes the achievements.
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2 Control-oriented vehicle model
2.1 Engine model
There are several possibilities for modeling an engine, and
they differ in terms of methods, the complexity of the mod-
els used and also the time required for the solutions. An
engine model contains thermodynamical and fluid mechanical
differential-equations; the mechanical processes can be modeled
by dynamic equations [4, 5].
The model formalizes the intake/exhaust manifold by using
equations of continuity, Navier-Stokes equation and the conser-
vation of energy. There are also algebraic equations, which de-
scribe pipe friction, pressure-loss, heat transfer, pipe connec-
tions etc. The model of the fuel injection is based on a periodi-
cally and momentary injected fuel
σ f = αAin j
√
2ρ f (pin j − pcyl) (1)
The volume of the doses is md = ηvolρre f VD 1λKstoch .
In simple cases thermodynamical procedures are modeled by
two-zone thermodynamical models. The model must be built
from the conservation of mass and energy. The cylinder cycles
are modeled by the empiric Viebe-burning model according to
reaction-kinetics [4]. The cumulative speed of burning is
x = m f
m f sum
= 1− e−aym+1 ,
where y is the relative burning duration
y = ϕ − ϕstart
ϕend − ϕstart ,
m is the Viebe-form parameter and a is the speed parameter.
The law of Woschni describes the heat transfer of the piston,
cylinder wall, cylinder head, which are heat abstractions in the
cylinder cycle. This equation is also based on experience, there-
fore the choice of parameters is crucial. The quantity of lead
heat-rate is:
dQw
dt
= k1A1(T − Tw1)+ k2A2(T − Tw2)+ k3A3(T − Tw3).
(2)
The description of gas-transfer processes is possible by using
the conservation of mass. The mass-flow of gas in the cylinder
is equal to the difference in the mass-flow of the intake and the
exhaust gas: dmx = dmint − dmexh . The energy change of gas
in the cylinder can be described by the conservation of energy.
Here the first law of thermodynamics is used [2]:
d(mxux ) = dmintuint − dmexhuexh − dQ f ± pxdVx . (3)
The differential-equations are the following:
dpx
dt
= px (A − B − C − D) (4)
dTx
dt
= Tx [(1− Tx
κintTint
)A − κx − 1
κx
(B + C)− D] (5)
where A,B,C,D are complex equations, they are found in [2].
The description of the cam throttle control is possible with the
valve-lift by using a look-up-table if the valve-lift description
is difficult in an implicit form. In case of general tasks valve
lifting can be described by using harmonic cam profiles: before
the inflexion point hϕ = b(1 − cosϕ), after the inflexion point
hβ = hB−b1[1−cos(α−φ)]; where b is the difference between
basic circle radius and the cam radius, hB is the maximal lift,
and b1 is the distance between the center of the basic circle and
the cam radius.
The rotation of the crankshaft can be described by kinematical
equations of the engine, like the conservation of impulse:
d(2eωe)
dt
= Mind − M f r ic − Mload (6)
and
ϕ
t
= ωe
The indicated moment of the engine (frictional and drive
losses of auxiliary machines are added to the effective mo-
ment) is Mind = ∑ pAD sin(ϕe−ψe)cos(ψe) r . The friction moment
is M f r ic = p f r icVDiφ , where the mean pressure is p f r ic =
A + Bpmax + C · ck + D · c2k .
Modeling cylinder cycle of an engine is a complex and com-
plicated exercise. GT-Suite GT-Power is an engine-modeling
software, which contains non-linear thermodynamical, fluid and
mechanical equations of internal-combustion engines. Further
modeling and control design are performed in Matlab/Simulink,
in which the achievements of GT-Power simulation are used to
set engine parameters.
• Intake manifold system: Using the described fluid mechanical
equations, the engine model could be rather complex and its
solution is difficult. Since the model is only used for control
design some simplification must be carried out. Instead of us-
ing this solution, the characteristics (look-up tables) of intake
manifold system from GT-Power are used.
• Injection system: The engine is assumed to work in stoichio-
metric air ratio and this condition does not change signifi-
cantly.
• Engine cylinder cycle: The engine model in Matlab uses
equations with the suitable Viebe form and burning-speed pa-
rameters. When the gas transfer, burning and continuity are
described the equations between the opening of the exhaust
valves and the closing of the intake valves can be solved. In
the burning phase of the cylinder cycle the Viebe equation is
used.
• Cam throttle control: The engine model in this paper is a 16-
valve (2-camshaft) overhead-controlled DOHC. Valve lifting
is defined by harmonic cam profile, which approximates the
suitable reality and could be handled easily mathematically.
In terms of the control design the output of the controller is
a traction force, which must be transformed into throttle posi-
tion. First, torque is computed from the desired driving force
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calculated by the controller
Mcontrol = Fcontrolkgear · kaxleratio/rg . (7)
In the second step, the throttle position must be read from the
rev-throttle-torque characteristics of the engine.
2.2 Automatic transmission and differential gear model
The automatic transmission has several advantages in prac-
tice, because in this way gear-shifting can be a part of the inte-
grated control. The required shift is determined by an electronic
control unit using several considerations.
The modeled transmission in this paper is a six-stage auto-
matic transmission, similar to ZF 6 HP 26. Its epicyclic unit
has two main parts, an elemental epicyclic gear and a Ravi-
gneaux gear (Fig. 1). These two parts are connected by clutches
(A,B,E). In order to realize several ratios brakes (C,D) are also
necessary to reduce the degrees of freedoms. The model of
transmission is built up in Matlab, using the SimMechanics
blockset. The friction coefficients of brakes and clutches depend
on the rotational speed of lamellas (slip). The torque capacity of
the clutch is as follows [8]:
Tci = Aiµi Pi sgn(ci,sli p), (8)
where Ai is the area of clutch, µi is the friction coefficient, Pi is
the clutch pressure and ci,sli p is the clutch slip.
DOHC. Valve lifting is defined by harmonic cam
profile, which approximates the suitable reality and
could be handled easily mathematically.
In terms of the control design the output of the con-
troller is a traction force,which must be transformed into
throttle position. First, torque is computed from the de-
sired driving force calculated by the controller
Mcontrol =
Fcontrol
kgear ∙ kaxleratio/rg . (7)
In the second step, the throttle position must be read
from the rev-throttle-torque characteristics of the engine.
2.2 Automatic transmission and differ-
ential gear model
The automatic transmission has several advantages in
practice, because in this way gear-shifting can be a part
of the integrated control. The required shift is deter-
mined by an electronic control unit using several consid-
erations.
The modeled transmission in this paper is a six-stage
automatic transmission, similar to ZF 6 HP 26. Its
epicyclic unit has two main parts, an elemental epicyclic
gear and a Ravigneaux gear (Figure 1). These two parts
are connected by clutches (A,B,E). In order to realize
several ratios brakes (C,D) are also necessary to reduce
the degrees of freedoms. The model of transmission is
built up in Matlab, using the SimMechanics blockset.
The friction coefficients of brakes and clutches depend
on the rotational speed of lamellas (slip). The torque
capacity of the clutch is as follows [8]:
Tci = AiμiPisgn(ci,slip), (8)
where Ai is the area of clutch, μi is the friction coeffi-
cient, Pi is the clutch pressure and i,slip is the clutch
slip.
Figure 1: Mechanic structure of ZF 6 HP 26
Considering that in the integrated control design the
torque conversation of the transmission has the most
important role, in control-orientated modeling only this
property is taken into consideration. Therefore in the
control design they are only multipliers representing
torque conversation. The torque ratios of the shifted
levels are: 3.5 - 2.2 - 1.3 - 1.1 - 0.85 - 0.59; driven axle
ratio is 4.1.
2.3 Braking model
Nowadays the most important control functions of brake
systems are ABS and ASR. An elementary model of
ABS/ASR control consists of a wheel, actual torque
(traction or brake) and the traction/brake force on
wheel-road contact (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Elementary model for ABS/ASR control
The equations of the controlled wheel are:
θwφ¨ =Mw − FlongR (9)
s =
v − vk
v
=
v − ωR
v
(10)
where s is the slip of wheel, v is the velocity, φ˙ is the rota-
tional speed of the wheel, R is the wheel radius, θ is the
inertia of the wheel, Flong is the longitudinal (tractive or
braking) force and Mw is control torque.
A purpose of ABS/ASR control design is to influence
the wheel longitudinal slip. It is a very complicated au-
tomotive problem, because the slip depends on a wide
range of parameters. In order to reduce a possible skid-
ding the goal is to exploit the maximal adhesion coeffi-
cient.
Several kinds of tasks are realized by using wheels.
Wheels can transmit tractive/braking forces, by differen-
tial braking it is possible to realize a torque effect on the
vehicle. At a two-level control hierarchy an upper-level
controller computes the necessary yaw-torque and lon-
gitudinal force of the vehicle. The lower-level controller
distributes the forces between the wheels and transforms
these values for the physical input of the actuator.
3
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Considering that in the integrated control design the torque
conversation of the transmission has the most important role, in
control-orientated modeling only this property is taken into con-
sideration. Therefore in the control design they are only multi-
pliers representing torque conversation. The torque ratios of the
shifted levels are: 3.5 - 2.2 - 1.3 - 1.1 - 0.85 - 0.59; driven axle
ratio is 4.1.
2.3 Braking model
Nowadays the most important control functions of brake sys-
tems are ABS and ASR. An elementary model of ABS/ASR
control consists of a wheel, actual torque (traction or brake) and
the traction/brake force on wheel-road contact (Fig. 2).
The equations of the controlled wheel are:
θwφ¨ = Mw − FlongR (9)
s = v − vk
v
= v − ωR
v
(10)
DOHC. Valve lifting is defined by harmonic cam
profile, which approximates the suitable reality and
could be handled easily mathematically.
In terms of the control design the output of the con-
troller is a traction force,which must be transformed into
throttle position. First, torque is computed from the de-
sired driving force calculated by the controller
Mcontrol =
Fcontrol
kgear ∙ kaxleratio/rg . (7)
In the second step, the throttle position must be read
from the rev-throttle-torque characteristics of the engine.
2.2 Automatic transmission and differ-
ential gear model
The automa ic transmission has several advantages in
practice, because in this way gear-shifting can be a part
of the integrated control. The required shift is deter-
mined by an electronic c trol unit using s veral consid-
erations.
The modeled transmission in this paper is a six-stage
automatic transmiss on, s milar to ZF 6 HP 26. Its
epicyclic unit has two main parts, an elemental epicyclic
gear and a Ravigneaux gear (Figure 1). These two parts
are con ected by clutches (A,B,E). In order to realize
several ratios brakes (C,D) are also necessary to reduce
the degrees of freedoms. The model of transmission is
built up in Matlab, using the SimMechanics blockset.
The friction coefficients of brakes and clutches depend
on the rotational speed of lamellas (slip). The torque
capacity of the clutch is as follows [8]:
Tci = AiμiPisgn(ci,slip), (8)
where Ai is the area of clutch, μi is the friction coeffi-
cient, Pi is the clutch pressure and ci,slip is the clutch
slip.
Figure 1: Mechanic structure of ZF 6 HP 26
Considering that in the integrated control design the
torque conversation of the transmission has the most
important role, in control-orientated modeling only this
property is taken into consideration. Therefore in the
control design they are only multipliers representing
torque conversation. The torque ratios of the shifted
levels are: 3.5 - 2.2 - 1.3 - 1.1 - 0.85 - 0.59; driven axle
ratio is 4.1.
2.3 Braking model
Nowadays the most important control functions of brake
systems are ABS and ASR. An elementary model of
ABS/ASR control consists of a wheel, actual torque
(traction or brake) and the traction/brake force on
wheel-road contact (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Elementary model for ABS/ASR control
The equations of the controlled wheel are:
θwφ¨ =Mw − FlongR (9)
s =
v − vk
v
=
v − ωR
v
(10)
where s is the slip of wheel, v is the velocity, φ˙ is the rota-
tional speed of the heel, R is the wheel radius, θ is the
inertia of the wheel, Flong is the longitudinal (tractive or
braking) force and Mw is control torque.
A purpose of ABS/ASR control design is to influence
the wheel longitudinal slip. It is a very complicated au-
tomotive problem, because the slip depends on a wide
range of arameters. In order to reduce a possible skid-
ding the goal is to exploit the maximal adhesion coeffi-
cient.
Several kinds of tasks are realized by using wheels.
Wheels can transmit tractive/braking forces, by differen-
tial braki g it is possible to realize a t rque effect on the
vehicle. At a two-level control hierarchy an upper-lev l
controller computes the ecessary yaw-torq e and lon-
gitudinal f rce of the vehicl . The lo er-level controller
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these values for th physical input of the actuator.
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Fig. 2. Elementary model for ABS/ASR control
where s is the slip of wheel, v is the velocity, φ˙ is the rotational
speed of the wheel, R is the wheel radius, θ is the inertia of the
wheel, Flong is the longitudinal (tractive or braking) force and
Mw is control torque.
A purpose of ABS/ASR control design is to influence the
wheel longitudinal slip. It is a very complicated automotive
problem, because the slip depends on a wide range of parame-
ters. In order to reduce a possible skidding the goal is to exploit
t e maximal adhesi n coefficient.
Several kinds of tasks are realized by using wheels. Wheels
can transmit tractive/braking forces, by differential braking it
is possible to re lize a torque effect on the vehicle. At a two-
level control hierarchy an upper-level controller comput s the
necessary yaw-torque nd ongitudin l fo ce of the vehicle. The
lower-level c ntroller distributes the forces b tween the heels
d transforms these values for the physical input f the actuator.
Using the equati ns of the ABS control (9) nd (10) the model
ca be transformed into the state-space representation form:[
φ˙
φ¨
]
=
[
0 1
0 0
][
φ
φ˙
]
+
[
0
1
θw
]
Mw +
[
0
− Rθw
]
Flong (11)
Supposing that the optimal longitudinal slip value according to
the maximal tractive/braking force is 0.2, the Eq. (10) can be
transformed using 0.8v − vk = 1. Thus the force, which can be
realized on the wheel-road contact is Fload = µFlong , where µ
is the adhesion coefficient.
The purpose of the control design is to achieve a calculated
slip. The state-space representation is φ˙φ¨
y˙sl
 =
 0 1 00 0 0
−1 0 0

 φφ˙
ysl
+
 01θw
0
Mw+
+
 0− Rθw
0
 Flong +
00
1
 sli pre f (12)
The equations of the linear quadratic ABS/ASR show that the
reference value of the longitudinal slip must be calculated and
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Using the equations of the ABS control (9) and (10)
the model can be transformed into the state-space rep-
resentation form:[
φ˙
φ¨
]
=
[
0 1
0 0
] [
φ
φ˙
]
+
[
0
1
θw
]
Mw +
[
0
− R
θw
]
Flong (11)
Supposing that the optimal longitudinal slip value ac-
cording to the maximal tractive/braking force is 0.2, the
equation (10) can be transformed using 0.8v − vk = 1.
Thus the force, which can be realized on the wheel-road
contact is Fload = μFlong, where μ is the adhesion coef-
ficient.
The purpose of the control design is to achieve a cal-
culated slip. The state-space representation is φ˙φ¨
˙ysl
 =
 0 1 00 0 0
−1 0 0
 φφ˙
ysl
+
 01θw
0
Mw+
+
 0− Rθw
0
Flong +
00
1
 slipref (12)
The equations of the linear quadratic ABS/ASR show
that the reference value of the longitudinal slip must be
calculated and it is the value that must be realized on
the wheels. In our case this slip must not be larger than
0.2 (or the value according to the maximal longitudinal
force). Up to this value the slip can be increased linearly
as a function of the longitudinal force.
2.4 Suspension model
The model of a vehicle is a five-mass (four wheels and
chassis) nonlinear model. ms is the mass of the chassis
andm2ij is the unsprung mass. The position of chassis is
defined by the vertical displacement of the center of grav-
ity (zs), pitch angle (Θ), roll angle (ϕ) and yaw angle(ψ)
(Figure 3). In the dynamic equations the pitch, roll and
yaw dynamics, and inertias Iθ, Iϕ, Iψ are considered.
The force elements in suspension system are the damper
forces, the sprung forces and the active suspension forces.
Ftr, FW , ΔFbi are the tractive force, the side-wind force,
and the brake force difference on the axle, respectively.
The disturbances of model are road excitations wij and
wind forces. In the suspension equations the effects of
front wheel steering δf . v is the velocity, β is side slip
angle of full car model.
lf (lr) are distances between the front (rear) axle and
the car chassis at the center of gravity, hCG is height
of center of gravity, hf and hr are distance between left
(right) wheel and car chassis at center of gravity and hs
is the arm if the roll moment. Furthermore, k1ij , k2ij are
stiffnesses of the suspension and the tyres, c1ij , c2ij are
damping coefficients of the suspension and the tyres, Ki
is the stiffness of the auxiliary anti roll bar (front/rear
stabilizers) and K1ij is the tyre model constant.
Figure 3: Suspension model
Control orientated a nonlinear model is defined by
the following equations [9]. First the differential equa-
tions of vehicle dynamics are formalized such as the pitch
torques, roll torques, yaw torques, lateral forces, vertical
forces.
IΘΘ¨− lf (F1fl + F1fr) + lr(F1rl + F1rr)+
+ hCGFtr = 0 (13)
Iϕϕ¨− hsmsv(β˙ + ψ˙) + hf (F1fl − F1fr)+
+ hr(F1rl − F1rr)−msghsϕ+ hsFW = 0 (14)
Iψψ¨ − lf (Sfl + Sfr) + lr(Srl + Srr)−
∑
Mij+
+ llFW + lfΔFbf + lrΔFbr = 0 (15)
mv(β˙ + ψ˙)−mshsϕ¨−
∑
Sij − FW = 0 (16)
msz¨s +
∑
F1ij = 0 (17)
Then the vertical forces are formalized on wheels and in
the suspension systems:
m2ij ¨z2ij − F1ij + F2ij = 0, (18)
F1il = k1il(z1il − z2il) + c1il( ˙z1il − ˙z2il)−
−Kiϕ− (z2il − z2ir)/2hi
2hi
− Fil (19)
F1ir = k1ir(z1ir − z2ir) + c1ir( ˙z1ir − ˙z2ir)−
−Kiϕ− (z2il − z2ir)/2hi
2hi
− Fir (20)
Suspensions compressions depend on the vertical dis-
placement and its rate, and the roll and pitch of the
chassis. Restoring forces on the tyre:
F2ij = k2ij(z2ij − wij) + c2ij( ˙z2ij − w˙ij) (21)
4
Fig. 3. Suspension model
it is the value that must be realized on the wheels. In our case
this slip must not be larger than 0.2 (or the value according to
the maximal longitudinal force). Up to this value the slip can be
increased linearly as a function f the longitudinal force.
The cornering forces of tyres (Sij) and angle torques
(Mij) could be approximated by a cubic equation with
measurement constants, but for control design they are
calculated as linear functions. The dynamic effects of
vertical load are neglected.
Sij = μWij [ψij − 1
3
ψ2ij −
1
27
ψ3ij ] (22)
Mij = eijμWij [ψij − ψ2 + 1
3
ψ3ij −
1
27
ψ4ij ] (23)
where: ψij =
Kij
μWij
tanβi. The cornering powers are:
Kij = K1flWij +K2ijW
2
ij (24)
where Wfj = [m2fj +
mslr
2(lf+lr)
]g − F2fj , Wrj = [m2rj +
mslf
2(lf+lr)
]g − F2rj .
The lateral tire forces in the direction of the wheel-
ground-contact velocity are approximated proportionally
to the tire side-slip angle α. Fy,f = μCfαf , Fy,r =
μCrαr. Here Ci is the tire side-slip constant and αi
is the tire side-slip angle associated with the front and
rear axles. The chassis and the wheels have identical
velocities at the wheel ground contact points. At stable
driving conditions the tire side slip angles are
βf = −β + δf − lf ∙ ψ˙
v
(25)
βr = −β + lr ∙ ψ˙
v
(26)
It is necessary to linearize this model for control pur-
poses. In this case suitable states for defining a linear
system are chosen and the nonlinear effects are consid-
ered disturbances. By the linearization the velocity and
vertical load of tyre are constant, the cornering power
is linear: Kij = K1flWij . The axle-slip angles are rela-
tively small, so tan β is approximated by constant β.
2.5 Steering model
The Superimposed Actuator (SIA) steering system con-
tains mechanical connection between the steering wheel
and the steered wheels, but it is able to add steering an-
gle to the driver’s original angle value by using sup r-
imposing gear and it increases vehicle stability (±1000
steering column angle and ± 80 steering wheel angle).
In these systems harmonic or epicyclic gears are used for
this purpose because of their high drive ratio.
The basic model of SIA is illustrated in Figure 4. In
SIA the steering system must be moved by the electric
otor of the superimposed gear or also the driver, there-
fore the whole inertia must be computed. Obviously, the
driver does not need to do it alone, the electric motor at
rack reduces the necessary steering force required from
the driver and the other motor at the superimposing gear
influences the steering angle.
Figure 4: Elementary model of SIA
The model of the SIA is illustrated in Figure 4. θw,
θrbs, θsi and θstw are the inertias of wheels on axis of
steering, the inertia of ball-spindle, and the inertia of
electric motor and the inertia of steering wheel, respec-
tively. ifl,irl, icr, iemr, ib and isi are ratios of the wheels
and arms, ratio of rack-and-pinion steering gear, the ra-
tio of the ball-spindle, the ratio of the cogged belt, and
the ratio of superimposing gear, respectively.
To compute the inertia of the steering system it is nec-
essary to reduce all of them to a predefined axis, e.g. to
the steering column. The reduced inertia of the rack and
arms is θrr = mrC
2, where mr is the mass of rack and
arms, C is a constant for reduction. The reduced inertia
of the wheels is θwr = θw(
1
ifl
+ 1
ifr
)icr The reduced inertia
of the power-assisted electric motor and the ball-spindle
is θmr = θem
i2cr
i2emr
i2b + θrbs
i2cr
i2emr
. The reduced inertia of
the superimposing gear and electric motor is θsir = θsi
1
isi
The inertia of the whole system reduced to the steering
column is the sum of all of them:
θd = θrr + θmr + θwr + θsir + θstw (27)
3 Simulation results
In simulations the previously described and Matlab-
encoded models are validated. The non-linear engine
model is validated using GT-Power, the simulation re-
sults of the global vehicle model are compared with Car-
Sim. Figures 5 shows the most important characteristics
of the engine computed by Matlab and GT-Power. The
results of Matlab model up to 5000 1/min rev approx-
imate well the results of the more complex GT-Power,
therefore it can be used to check the designed controller.
At higher rev engines the approximation error increases.
The reason for the error is the imperfection of the applied
intake manifold model. The difference of crankshaft an-
gles comes from the difference in the top dead center
5
Fig. 4. Elementary model of SIA
2.4 Suspension model
The model of a vehicle is a five-mass (four wheels and chas-
sis) nonlinear model. ms is the mass of the chassis and m2i j
is the unsprung mass. The position of chassis is defined by the
vertical displacement of the center of gravity (zs), pitch angle
(2), roll angle (ϕ) and yaw angle(ψ) (Fig. 3). In the dynamic
equations the pitch, roll and yaw dynamics, and inertias Iθ , Iϕ ,
Iψ are considered. The force elements in suspension system are
the damper forces, the sprung forces and the active suspension
forces. Ftr , FW ,1Fbi are the tractive force, the side-wind force,
and the brake force difference on the axle, respectively. The dis-
turbances of model are road excitations wi j and wind forces. In
the suspension equations δ f is the front wheel steering, v is the
velocity, β is side slip angle of full car model.
l f (lr ) are distances between the front (rear) axle and the car
chassis at the center of gravity, hCG is height of center of grav-
ity, h f and hr are distance between left (right) wheel and car
chassis at center of gravity and hs is the arm if the roll mo-
ment. Furthermore, k1i j , k2i j are stiffnesses of the suspension
and the tyres, c1i j , c2i j are damping coefficients of the suspen-
sion and the tyres, Ki is the stiffness of the auxiliary anti roll bar
(front/rear stabilizers) and K1i j is the tyre model constant.
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Figure 5: GT-Power and Matlab simulation results
In the CarSim simulation a steering maneuver is ap-
plied. The steering wheel rotation is shown in Figure
6(a). This input causes the cornering of the vehicle,
whose effect is a roll motion and suspension compres-
sion, see Figure 6(b). During cornering a side-slip arises
on the vehicle, and the yaw-rate value also increases. In
all simulation cases the results of the Matlab model ap-
proximate the CarSim results well. The reason for the
differences is the neglected dynamic effects in the Matlab
model.
4 Conclusion
In this paper four vehicle components have been formal-
ized. In order to be used for control-oriented modeling
all non-linear models are linearized. In the formalized
models the actuators’ effects and electronic input pos-
sibilities are shown. The constructed vehicle model can
be used for model-based integrated control design. High-
complexity programs are used for the validation of vehi-
cle models, which are encoded in Matlab/Simulink. The
engine-model is analyzed using GT Power, the behaviour
of the global vehicle is verified by CarSim. These simula-
tions show that the formalized models approximate well
the more complex models, therefore they can be used for
further control design and analysis.
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In the CarSim simulation a steering maneuver is ap-
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complexity programs are used for the validation of vehi-
cle models, which are encoded in Matlab/Simulink. The
engine-model is analyzed using GT Power, the behaviour
of the global vehicle is verified by CarSim. These simula-
tions show that the formalized models approximate well
the more complex models, therefore they can be used for
further control design and analysis.
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Control orientated a nonlinear model is defined by the fol-
lowing equations [9]. First the differential equations of vehicle
dynamics are formalized such as the pitch torques, roll torques,
yaw torques, lateral forces, vertical forces.
I22¨− l f (F1 f l + F1 f r )+ lr (F1rl + F1rr )+
+ hCGFtr = 0 (13)
Iϕ ϕ¨ − hsmsv(β˙ + ψ˙)+ h f (F1 f l − F1 f r )+
+ hr (F1rl − F1rr )− msghsϕ + sFW = 0 (14)
Iψ ψ¨ − l f (S f l + S f r )+ lr (Srl + Srr )−
∑
Mi j+
+ llFW + l f1Fb f + lr1Fbr = 0 (15)
mv(β˙ + ψ˙)− mshs ϕ¨ −
∑
Si j − FW = 0 (16)
ms z¨s +
∑
F1i j = 0 (17)
Then the vertical forces are formalized on wheels and in the
suspension systems:
m2i j ¨z2i j − F1i j + F2i j = 0, (18)
F1il = k1il(z1il − z2il)+ c1il( ˙z1il − ˙z2il)−
− Ki ϕ − (z2il − z2ir )/2hi2hi − Fil (19)
F1ir = k1ir (z1ir − z2ir )+ c1ir ( ˙z1ir − ˙z2ir )−
− Ki ϕ − (z2il − z2ir )/2hi2hi − Fir (20)
Suspensions compressions depend on the vertical displace-
ment and its rate, and the roll and pitch of the chassis. Restoring
forces on the tyre:
F2i j = k2i j (z2i j − wi j )+ c2i j ( ˙z2i j − w˙i j ) (21)
The cornering forces of tyres (Si j ) and angle torques (Mi j ) could
be approximated by a cubic equation with measurement con-
stants, but for control design they are calculated as linear func-
tions. The dynamic effects of vertical load are neglected.
Si j = µWi j [ψi j − 13ψ
2
i j −
1
27
ψ3i j ] (22)
Mi j = ei jµWi j [ψi j − ψ2 + 13ψ
3
i j −
1
27
ψ4i j ] (23)
where: ψi j = Ki jµWi j tanβi . The cornering powers are:
Ki j = K1 f lWi j + K2i jW 2i j (24)
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In the CarSim simulation a steering maneuver is ap-
plied. The steering wheel rotation is shown in Figure
6(a). This input causes the cornering of the vehicle,
whose effect is a roll motion and suspension compres-
sion, see Figure 6(b). During cornering a side-slip arises
on the vehicle, and the yaw-rate value also increases. In
all simulation cases the results of the Matlab model ap-
proximate the CarSim results well. The reason for the
differences is the neglected dynamic effects in the Matlab
model.
4 Conclusion
In this paper four vehicle components have been formal-
ized. In order to be used for control-oriented modeling
all non-linear models are linearized. In the formalized
models the actuators’ effects and electronic input pos-
sibilities are shown. The constructed vehicle model can
be used for model-based integrated control design. High-
complexity programs are used for the validation of vehi-
cle models, which are encoded in Matlab/Simulink. The
engine-model is analyzed using GT Power, the behaviour
of the global vehicle is verified by CarSim. These simula-
tions show that the formalized models approximate well
the more complex models, therefore they can be used for
further control design and analysis.
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In the CarSim simulation a steering maneuver is ap-
plied. The steering wheel rotation is shown in Figure
6(a). This input causes the cornering of the vehicle,
whose effect is a roll motion and suspension compres-
sion, see Figure 6(b). During cornering a side-slip arises
on the vehicle, and the yaw-rate value also increases. In
all simulation cases the results of the Matlab model ap-
proximate the CarSim results well. The reason for the
differences is the neglected dynamic effects in the Matlab
model.
4 Conclusion
In this paper four vehicle components have been formal-
ized. In order to be used for control-oriented modeling
all non-linear models are linearized. In the formalized
models the actuators’ effects and electronic input pos-
sibilities are shown. The constructed vehicle model can
be used for model-based integrated control design. High-
complexity programs are used for the validation of vehi-
cle models, which are encoded in Matlab/Simulink. The
engine-model is analyzed using GT Power, the behaviour
of the global vehicle is verified by CarSim. These simula-
tions show that the formalized models approximate well
the more complex models, therefore they can be used for
further control design and analysis.
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suspension systems:
m2i j Rz2i j   F1i j C F2i j D 0; (18)
F1il D k1il .z1il   z2il / C c1il . Pz1il   Pz2il /  
  Ki
’   .z2il   z2ir /=2hi
2hi
  Fil (19)
F1ir D k1ir .z1ir   z2ir / C c1ir . Pz1ir   Pz2ir /  
  Ki
’   .z2il   z2ir /=2hi
2hi
  Fir (20)
Suspensions com ressions depend on the vertical displace-
ment and its rate, and the roll and pitch of the chassis. Restoring
forces on the tyre:
F2i j D k2i j .z2i j   wi j / C c2i j . Pz2i j   Pwi j / (21)
The cornering forces of t res (Si j ) and a gle torques (Mi j ) could
be approximated by a cubic equation with measurement con-
stants, but for control design they are calculated as linear func-
tions. The dynamic effects of vertical load are neglected.
Si j D  Wi j [ j  
1
3
 
2
i j  
1
27
 
3
i j ] (22)
Mi j D ei j  Wi j [ i j    2 C
1
3
 
3
i j  
1
27
 
4
i j ] (23)
where:  i j D Ki j
 Wi j
tan  i . The cornering powers are:
Ki j D K1 f lWi j C K2i jW 2i j (24)
where W f j D [m2 f j C ms lr2.l f Clr / ]g   F2 f j ; Wr j D [m2r j C
ms l f
2.l f Clr / ]g   F2r j :
The lateral tire forces in the direct on of the wheel-ground-
contact velocity are approximated proportionally to the tire side-
slip angle  . Fy; f D  C f  f , Fy;r D  Cr  r . Here Ci is the
tire side-slip constant and  i is the tire side-slip angle associated
with the front and rear axles. The chassis and the wheels have
identical velocities at the wheel ground contact points. At stable
driving conditions the tire side slip angles are
 f D    C  f  
l f  P 
v
(25)
 r D    C
lr  P 
v
(26)
It is necessary to linearize this model for control purposes. In
this case suitable states for defining a linear system are chosen
and the nonlinear effects are considered disturbances. By the
linearization the velocity and vertical load of tyre are constant,
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c) Side slip angle d) Yaw-rate
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where W f j = [m2 f j + ms lr2(l f+lr ) ]g − F2 f j , Wr j = [m2r j +
ms l f
2(l f+lr ) ]g − F2r j .
The lateral tire forces in the direction of the wheel-ground-
contact velocity are approximated proportionally to the tire side-
slip angle α. Fy, f = µC f α f , Fy,r = µCrαr . Here Ci is the
tire side-slip constant and αi is the tire side-slip angle associated
with the front and rear axles. The chassis and the wheels have
identical velocities at the wheel ground contact points. At stable
driving conditions the tire side slip angles are
β f = −β + δ f − l f · ψ˙
v
(25)
βr = −β + lr · ψ˙
v
(26)
It is necessary to linearize this model for control purposes. In
this case suitable states for defining a linear system are chosen
and the nonlinear effects are considered disturbances. By the lin-
earization the veloc ty and vert cal load of tyre are constant, the
cornering power is linear: Ki j = K1 f lWi j . The axle-slip angles
are relatively small, so tanβ is approximated by constant β.
2.5 Steering model
The Superimposed Actuator (SIA) steering system contains
mechanical connection between the steering wheel and the
steered wheels, but it is able to add steering angle to the driver’s
original angle value by using a superimposing gear and it in-
creases vehicle stability (±1000 steering column angle and ±80
steering wheel angle). In these systems harmonic or epicyclic
gears are used for this purpose because of their high drive ratio.
The basic model of SIA is illustrated in Fig. . In SIA the
steering system must be moved by the electric motor of the su-
perimposed gear or also the driver, therefore the whole inertia
must be computed. Obviously, the driver does not need to do it
alon , the electric motor at rack reduces the necessary steering
force requi ed from the driver and the other motor at the super-
imposing gear influences the steering angle.
The model of the SIA is llustrated in Fig. 4. θw, θrbs , θsi and
θstw are the in rtias of wheel o axi of st ering, the inertia of
ball-spindle, and the inertia f electric motor and the inertia of
s eering whe l, respectively. i f l ,irl , icr , iemr , ib and isi are ratios
of the wheels and arms, ratio of rack-and-pinion steering gear,
the ratio of the ball-spindle, the ratio of the cogged belt, and the
ratio of superimposing ge r, respectively.
To compute the inertia of the steering system it is necessary to
reduce all of them to a predefined axis, e.g. to the steering col-
umn. The reduced inertia of the rack and arms is θrr = mrC2,
wheremr is the mass of rack an arms, C is a constant for reduc-
ti n. The redu ed inertia of the wheel is θwr = θw( 1i f l + 1i f r )icr .
The reduced inertia of the power-assisted electric motor and the
ball-spindle is θmr = θem i
2
cr
i2emr
i2b + θrbs i
2
cr
i2emr
. The reduced inertia
of the sup rimpo ing gear and electric motor is θsir = θsi 1isi The
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inertia of the whole system reduced to the steering column is the
sum of all of them:
θd = θrr + θmr + θwr + θsir + θstw (27)
3 Simulation results
In simulations the previously described and Matlab-encoded
models are validated. The non-linear engine model is validated
using GT-Power, the simulation results of the global vehicle
model are compared with CarSim. Figs. 5 shows the most im-
portant characteristics of the engine computed by Matlab and
GT-Power. The results of Matlab model up to 5000 1/min rev
approximate well the results of the more complex GT-Power,
therefore it can be used to check the designed controller. At
higher rev engines the approximation error increases. The rea-
son for the error is the imperfection of the applied intake mani-
fold model. The difference of crankshaft angles comes from the
difference in the top dead center position in the crankshaft angle
in the Matlab and in the GT-Power model. In case of the Matlab
model the crankshaft positions are 1800 earlier.
In the CarSim simulation a steering maneuver is applied. The
steering wheel rotation is shown in Fig. 6(a). This input causes
the cornering of the vehicle, whose effect is a roll motion and
suspension compression, see Fig. 6(b). During cornering a side-
slip arises on the vehicle, and the yaw-rate value also increases.
In all simulation cases the results of the Matlab model approxi-
mate the CarSim results well. The reason for the differences is
the neglected dynamic effects in the Matlab model.
4 Conclusion
In this paper four vehicle components have been formalized.
In order to be used for control-oriented modeling all non-linear
models are linearized. In the formalized models the actua-
tors’ effects and electronic input possibilities are shown. The
constructed vehicle model can be used for model-based inte-
grated control design. High-complexity programs are used for
the validation of vehicle models, which are encoded in Mat-
lab/Simulink. The engine-model is analyzed using GT Power,
the behaviour of the global vehicle is verified by CarSim. These
simulations show that the formalized models approximate well
the more complex models, therefore they can be used for further
control design and analysis.
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